Investment project “Elderly People's
Home for Italian Retirees in Pleven“
Bulgaria
Total investment /estimated/
Revenue /estimated/
EBITDA /estimated/

20 May 2020

EOS. FOR A DEBT-FREE WORLD.

EUR 3,000,000
EUR 1,800,000
EUR 800,000
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1.

EOS in Bulgaria

EOS in Bulgaria – who we are?

Portfolio debt management is our core business in
26 countries:

Brief
introduction



EOS in Bulgaria – part of EOS Group



On Bulgarian market since 2002



Debt Collection and Debt Purchase



Real Estate



Wide portfolio of clients



Co-founder of ACABG and chaired the association
ever since



Integrated and specialized technologies
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2.

Sanatorium –

“Kartozhabene” village,
City of Pleven, Bulgaria

BULGARIA
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Location in the center of the Balkans

 Political and business stability
- Member of EU, NATO and WTO;
- Membership at Currency Board;
Предимства
на събирането на
1 euro = 1.95583 BGN
дългове
отdeficit
специализирана
- Low budget
and government debt.

компания:

 Competitive price for the business
- 10% corporate and private tax;
- 5% dividend tax
 Strategic geographical location and
good transport connectivity

 European and government business
incentive measures
 Educated and qualified doctors,
medical and social specialists
- Competitive price of labor;
- 5 accredited medical universities.

City of Pleven
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Characteristics of the Sanatorium

 Monolithic brick 5 floors building
-

built in 1983.

-

total built-up area of 2 486 sq.m.

Предимства
на събирането на
open built-up area of 7 896 sq.m.
дългове от специализирана
компания:
 Regulated land of 16 532 sq.m.
 Infrastructure
-

power supply

-

private water source

-

sewage

-

parking

-

garage for cars - 57 sq.m.

-

road – asphalt

-

1 km from „Kartozhabene“ village

-

10 km from Pleven city
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Natural resources of the surroundings of “Kartozhabene” village, Pleven
 The Sanatorium is located in the beautiful karst gorge of the „Chernelka“ River
 The place is suitable for relaxation and tourism with incredibly beautiful views
and extremely clean air.

3.

Investment project

Benefits for Italian pensioners in Bulgaria
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Beautiful nature, healthy climate, mineral waters, mountains
and sea, cultural and historical sites



Some of Italian pensioners (depending on the pension
categories) if living in Bulgaria will save their pension tax (3050%) after registering with the A.I.R.E.



Double Taxation Treaty between Italy and Bulgaria, allowing
Italian pensioners living in Bulgaria to pay no tax for the rest of
their lives



Low cost of living, good food and wine.
Opportunity to travel and excursions to neighboring countries.
100 euro spent in Bulgaria equals 213 euro spent in Italy



Quality medical care and dental services at good prices



Catholic Church and Community



Direct low cost airlines to Sofia and Varna from many Italian
cities



Large Italian community in Bulgaria - businessmen, students,
pensioners, more than 10,000 registered Italian companies

Benefits

Medical University - Pleven
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There are four faculties at the Medical University of Pleven - the Faculty of Medicine, the Faculty of Public
Health, the Faculty of Health Care and the Faculty of Pharmacy, as well as the Medical College, the Department
of Linguistic Training and the Research Institute. The university provides training in 14 majors, 4 master's and
10 bachelor's programs. It trains students from 47 countries, including over 400 Italian students.



Medical University - Pleven brings together a large complex of educational units, a modern pre-clinical base and
two university hospitals - the Hospital "Dr. George Stranski" and the Hospital "St. Marina" - Pleven. A total of
three robotic systems are located on the territory of the higher education institution and university bases - for
educational activity, for research work and for medical activity in the field of gynecology, urology and general
surgery.



The dean of the Faculty of Public Health, Prof. Silvia Yankulovska, on behalf of the Rector - Prof. Slavcho
Tomov, awarded EOS Services manager Mrs. Rayna Mitkova a collaboration letter to support the development of
the project „Elderly People's Home for Italian Retirees in Pleven“

Why invest in the Project?
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The Sanatorium is located in a beautiful and clean nature, only 10 km away
from city of Pleven. The existing built Sanatorium has an investment project
developed by Intrac Ltd. - “Elderly People's Home for Italian Retirees in
Pleven“ with accommodation level - 3 stars, SPA hotel with complex services:
food, medical and social services, rehabilitation, spa and more.


Advantages

Pleven city


Good road access - 150 km by highway from Sofia by to be competed
till the end of 2020, many direct low cost airlines from Italy to Sofia



North Bulgaria Medical Center with many modern hospitals and most
doctors per capita in Bulgaria



Well-designed city center with plenty of water, greenery, parks and
cultural landmarks



Catholic Church and Community



UniCredit Bulbank Financial Services Office



Support from the University of Medicine - Pleven for the
development of the project - relative health consultancy, medical staff,
Italian students on internship for home care



Medical project management provided by a leading private hospital
in Pleven



Business partnership with a leading Italian elderly home operator



Possibility to issue license from by MLSP for activity of social
institution "Home for the elderly" within two months



Support from the Municipality of Pleven for the project development



Support from the Italian Embassy for the registration of Italian retirees
in AIRE



Partnership with major Italian pensioners organizations to use the
home
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Investment payout /estimated/

:
 Investment


Cost of Sanatorium acquisition:
EUR 1 000 000 (127 EUR/m2)



Estimated additional investment for repair and equip SPA Hotel 3
stars (within 1 year): :
EUR 2 000 000 (253 EUR/m2)



Total Estimated Investment:

Expected
results

EUR 3 000 000 (380 EUR/m2)
 Home capacity for 150 guests


18 single rooms

EUR 1 000 / bed



60 double rooms

EUR

800 / bed



6 luxury double rooms

EUR

900 / bed



Additional packages

25% - 200 / bed
25% - 400 / bed

 Finance


Revenue per year

EUR 1 800 000



EBITDA

EUR

800 000

4.

Disclaimer

DISCLAIMER
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This document is based upon public information sources, that are considered to be reliable, but for the
completeness and accuracy of which we assume no liability. All estimates and opinions in the document
represent the independent judgment of the analyst as of the date of the issue. We reserve the right to
modify the views expressed herein at any time without notice, moreover we reserve the right not to
update this information or to discontinue it altogether without notice. This document is for information
purposes only, and is not intended to and (i) does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or
subscription or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any financial instruments (ii) does not
constitute an advice for solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any financial instruments, or any
advice in relation of an investment decision whatsoever. The information is given without any warranty
on an “as is” basis and should not be regarded as a substitute for obtaining individual investment
advice. Investors must take their own determination of the appropriateness of investments referred to
herein, based on the merits and risks involved, their own investment strategy and their legal, fiscal and
financial positions. As this document does not qualify as direct or indirect investment recommendation,
neither this document nor any part of it shall form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with or act
as an inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever. Neither EOS, nor any of its
directors, officers or employees shall accept any liability whatsoever vis-a-vis any recipient of this
document or any third party for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its
contents herewith. This document is not intended for private customers and the information contained
herewith may not be disclosed, redistributed, reproduced or published for any purpose, without prior
consent by EOS.

EOS. FOR A DEBT-FREE WORLD.

EOS in Bulgaria
6, Racho Petkov Kazandzhiyata Str.;
Sofia 1766, Bulgaria
Tel

+359 (0)2 976 0800

Web

http://bg.eos-solutions.com/
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